**Prestige Dental Station**

The only dental unit you will need for all of your dental procedures

---

**Features**

- Large work area on top
- Internal storage
- Recessed controls
- Pneumatic gas height adjustment
- Fiber optic High Speed Handpiece
- Push-Button turbine
- Polishing Handpiece with forward and reverse
- Variable speed foot pedal
- Built in piezo scaler with LED light
- Three-way syringe
- Silent compressor
- Dual-bottle water system
- Maintenance and Service friendly
- 2 year warranty except hand pieces

**Benefits**

- Easily access items
- Keeps supplies organized
- Prevents accidental changes in settings
- Stores under cut-away wet table or counter
- 12 second light delay for better vision
- Quick bur change
- Untangle unwanted hair and whiskers
- Handpiece speed adjusts to pressure on pedal
- Improves visibility for hard to see spots
- Water – air – mist
- Virtually noiseless
- (2) 2 liter bottles to cover multiple procedures
- Easy access to all parts and components
- Peace of mind
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Prestige Dental Station

The only dental unit you will need for all of your dental procedures

Manufacturing dental machines since 1988, Dentalaire’s long term experience provides you with the only dental station you will ever need. Purchase the Dentalaire Prestige dental machine, all you need to perform your first procedure is at your fingertips. No additional options are needed or required.

Technical Spec’s

Scaler:
- High speed handpiece up to 400,000 rpm
- Polishing Handpiece operation up to 5000 rpm
- Scaler with frequencies up to 100 MHz
- Overall dimensions: 39”H x 22”W x 24”D (Telescopes down to 27”H)
- Service Items easily accessible - remove storage tray in top cover

Compressor:
- Overall dimensions: 19” H x 8” x 18” D
- Tank: 2 gallons
- ½ HP, 110V (220V available) FAD 2.15, weight 58lbs, DB 40 (DB 56 Oil free)

Start Up supplies included:
- All hand pieces, Bur-Bloc with 10 burs, Prophy Paste, Prophy Angle and cups, Handpiece lubricant

*Also available: 230V – 50Hz

- DTP00511 - Prestige Dental Machine with silent compressor
  115V – 60 Hz *
- DTP00511-OL - Prestige Dental Machine with oil-free compressor
  115V – 60Hz *

Contact Dentalaire today to learn more about the most widely used dental station in the veterinary market.